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projects a
complete
success
It’s a critical
challenge...
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aking one’s projects a complete success. It’s a critical challenge shared by all professionals,
whatever their projects: transformation, performance, business development or organisational
change projects.
A well-managed project is a matter of processes and methods widely diffused at the heart
of organisations. These practices allow the essentials to be guaranteed: a finished project which meets the
objectives within the allocated time period.
But an “implemented” project? A complete success? Results above expectations? A success deeply rooted in
one’s markets or in one’s company? Engrained such that performance doesn’t go away? What is the recipe
for implementation excellence? These questions and the need to innovate in order to find answers to them
are at the heart of all organisations’ considerations. We pose them, you pose them.
This is why we have decided to share with you this quest for even better solutions, for practices, for innovative
approaches in order to further our capacity to implement projects.

We have invited all those who have faced this challenge in their organisations to share their views.

300

professionals
interviewed

Close to 300 professionals have responded at present and we thank
them. They have provided the material and the inspiration for this study:
• By completing, first of all, a questionnaire whose analysis is the starting point for this
document and for the questioning shared by the vast majority which comes out of the
survey.
• By accepting, in a number of cases, to extend this questionnaire with an in-depth
interview.
• By subsequently opening the discussion on their analyses, their true stories, often about
success, sometimes about failure. We have assembled these rich and varied exchanges in
the form of a first draft of lines of thought.

This survey and these exchanges have suggested a feeling of inefficiency towards the classic project
management responses and the need – urgent need in the face of the growing uncertainty of economic
frameworks – to invent new models, new profiles and new practices.
We hope that this report will make you share this sentiment and the desire to continue to seek the path
to excellence.
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A good project
management
does not guarantee
implementation
The line between well managed and
well implemented is often paper thin

First of all, what does “Implement” mean?
We have submitted to our panel a list of key words to
guide the search for a definition. Each one has completed
it with their own vocabulary.
All these terms can be classified into four categories in
terms of time horizons and nature of impact:

The difference is more notable between business
sectors – customer satisfaction being predominant in the
sector of “engineering to order” of system developers,
while strategic criteria dominate in the culture of the
manufacturing industries.
The relative
weight
of success
criteria
varies varie
Le poids
relatif
des critères
de réussite
according
to the des
particularities
the
business
sectors
en fonction
spéciﬁcités of
des
secteurs
d’activité

• Quality / Punctuality
• Customer satisfaction

Utilities
Utilities

• Value creation

Systèmes
/ Équipements
Systems
/ Facilities

• Competitive advantage
The first two categories rank under a tactical vision
of direct results, while the other two evoke strategic
contributions.
Together they provide a more balanced vision of the
implementation success criteria. The relative weight of
the factors varies depending on the nature of the project
or its size.
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Opinion is quite disparate between the different functions of
the company: is there a risk of a difference of opinion?

The relative weight of success criteria also varies
Le poids relatif des critères de réussite varie
according to the function performed

aussi selon la fonction exercée
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satisfaction. In contrast, the R&D functions are marked
out by the weight they attributed to strategic criteria,
notably to value creation.
If this representation is not any surprise, it is nevertheless
a demonstration of the difficulty of multiple projects
in sharing a vision of the collective performance to
be achieved. The rest of the investigation also ranks
alignment difficulties high among the factors that cause
the failure or partial success of projects
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As shown in the graph below, the classification varies
quite significantly from one function to the next in the
company.

In the end, we propose a definition of implementation
which combines these opinions: good project
management
satisfies
the
tactical
objectives
of punctuality and meeting expectations; good
implementation leads to value creation and competitive
advantages.

The commercial function also prioritises tactical
criteria, notably by the importance it gives to customer
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Is the project process
as mature as that?
Is a bit of honey the proof of the
beehive’s performance?

With implementation defined, the question of its measurement arises. We have posed to each person the open
question regarding measuring the success of their projects.
There are two constants: excellence is rare and failure rather frequent. More surprisingly, the measure of the
success rate gives a fairly spread distribution. Is it not, therefore, alarming that the declared maturity of project
practices would allow us to expect a trend more tightly grouped around a high level of performance?

For once, it will not be necessary to count on best-in-class
functions
TheLa
correlation
between
maturity et
and
implementation
corrélation
entre maturité
implémentation
shows
thatque
goodles
practices
not enough
montre
bonnesare
pratiques
ne suﬃsent pas

Maturity of parctices
Maturité des pratiques
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So are some better than others?
The analysis by project nature does not create a clear
distinction but rather an advantage for projects driven by
market objectives. In contrast, internal projects, notably
IT projects, struggle in terms of implementation.
On the other hand, neither the analysis by function nor
the analysis by sector indicates, here or elsewhere, a
level of repeat performance that would be a reference of
excellence.
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Furthermore, the key does not only reside in the application
of good practices: in correlating your judgements on the
maturity of your practices and your success rates, we
clearly see that the last leap in progress will not come out
of the excellence of current practices.

An indicator: the under development of the measurement of
project performance?
To evaluate success, each person has proposed their
measurement criteria. Yet, in addition, we asked what
indicators they themselves used to monitor their projects.

The proportion
of indicatorsspéciﬁques
speciﬁc to projects
grows
La part d’indicateurs
aux projets
sharply
implementation
capacityd’implémentation
croit with
nettement
avec la capacité

And they are not the same.
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Just as the range of criteria is balanced between factors
specific to the project and strategic expectations of value
creation, measurement at the project level also remains
centred on basic indicators of punctuality, compliance
and sometimes, but more rarely, customer satisfaction.

3

Does this paradox not indicate that project performance
measurement is still immature? And should we not draw
a parallel with the immaturity of the measurement of
operational processes before the age of total quality?
Would projects not need a revolution, like the Kaizen was
for operational processes?
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Implementation is held
back by four limitations
of current models
We asked our panel to name the main causes of failure.
It is striking to find out that the analysis varies significantly depending on the functions performed and the business
sectors. In summary, as reconsiderations of the most widespread models, four major difficulties stand out:
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major
difficulties

• The growing number of projects that each person manages concurrently
• The scarcity of resources
• The shortening of strategic horizons and the constant changes of direction
• The emergence of a sort of “participative bureaucracy”
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Are we not verging on an overdose of projects?
The panorama assessed demonstrates to what point the project has become the
current management method.

If we assume that the main characteristic of a project is to be
given its own time, such a plethora reveals one of the great
difficulties of the role of multi-project manager: prioritisation
between projects, timing according to their deadlines and the
multiplication of reporting sources and destinations mark the
decline of the specific part into a task within the responsibilities
of a manager.

Nombre moyen de projets en parallèle
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70
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Are we not risking
an overdose
of concurrent
projects?

Far from being a secondary method in the activity of the managers of our panel,
the project – or rather projects – are the main method of their action, in view
of the average number that each one declares to manage concurrently: if one
believes our sample, each one would contribute on average to 6 projects at the
same time!
Average number of concurrent projects per person
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Wouldn’t nobody be better than time wasters?
Another often-cited cause is the lack of resources. Again this is the product of the evolution of the
way of doing things.
The factors are multiple and analysing them opens doors to finding possible solutions to the shortage:
• Is this a leadership problem to which team practices and teams should respond?
• Is this a problem of resource allocation that management teams should resolve to allow their projects
to succeed?
But this shortage is more qualitative than quantitative. There is even a paradox: in one project, each
resource costs everyone time, in interaction and in coordination. A good project resource is one which
provides a lot more than they cost, even more so when there are no results.

Do we not need more
players and fewer
spectators?

How to change all the time without losing your mind?
Yet if they are conceived as the execution of predefined
plans, projects deal badly with changes of course.

How do you
resist panic
when everything
becomes volatile?

Often the blame is placed on the general management,
accused of inconsistency. But the reality of the situation
is the shortening of the strategic horizon: the growth
of uncertainty arises from dee-rooted trends of the
economic environment and new technologies.

It is not so much a governance practice to be reviewed as
a new situation to which projects must find responses or
face not being a success: how to react quickly? How to
detect bad choices as early as possible? How to remobilise
resources to new opportunities?
We have tested some ideas, presenting them as proposed
practices. The usage rate is low, even among those
considering their maturity high. It is therefore, clearly, a
weak uptake, underlining the cultural attachment to a
classic view of the project: an intangible objective, a fixed
time period. The answer is certainly to be found in the
reconsideration of this model.

Are we not going to end up lost in the matrix?
This is both a functional and methodological view.

Do we mistrust
excesses of
participative
bureaucracy?

The problem of the organisation’s alignment around the
project is mentioned to us in different ways, corresponding
to different positions and moments of observation.
Some place the origin at the project launch, in a design
phase that was incomplete or inaccurate and at least
insufficiently shared among the participants.
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Others cite a lack of implication on the part of the
managers, the top management in the conviction and
in the follow-up, of teams in their contribution. This is a
more behavioural and decision-related view.
In both cases, the main consequence is in the decisionmaking, either because it is degraded by an insufficient
sharing of objectives or because it is slowed down.
This cause of failure seems to be one of the most
persistent, as proved by its dominance in the category
of highly mature projects. This leads us to search for the
cause and the solution at the structural level. Traditional
organisations restrict projects to operating in a matrix
manner. Are they not an obstacle for the implementation
of projects?
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Six ways to
implement
better
The interviews of participants in the survey enrich the reflexion of a set of shared convictions and specific examples, for
some already borrowed and explored by the most advanced.
These shared lines of thought are arranged around six key questions:

1

To progress, you have to
measure:
everything happens as
if the project mode were the
poor parent of total quality,
while the growing number of
projects should allow the cycle
of continuous improvement to
begin.
Should we not begin by equipping ourselves with some
true measures of project performance?

6

key
questions

2

Going from the organisation of methods to the
organisation of action:

the balance between task-based organisations
and project-based organisations, within matrices that are
simpler to design than to operate, is difficult and unequal.
Can we therefore allow a model which knows both failure
or difficulties to perpetuate?

3

Launching projects the German way and
managing them the Italian way:
the VUCA model - volatility, uncertainty,
complexity, ambiguity – developed during the 90s by
the American army summarises the new framework of
strategic decision-making and its execution.
How to adapt one’s culture and governance practices to
unstable environments?

4

Developing reflexes more than processes:
there is a great temptation after every
incident to add a rule, a constraint, a formal
prohibition. The key is not in methods and mechanisms
that remove responsibility. It is in behaviours and values.
How to give the ball back to the players, in the field, in the
moments of truth?

5

Making projects agile:
the other way to reduce the cross effect of changes
of direction and of the lack of resources lies in
another management of time.
How to improve speed of execution and learning capacity
to increase mobility?

6

Forming your team like a coach:
when we bring up the subject of the composition
of teams, some have reasonable things to say and
others go straight to the point.
Is there another way to achieve collective effectiveness
other than that of managing individual talents?
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To progress, you
have to measure
On time quality delivery,
what else ?

Everything happens as if the project mode were the poor
parent of the benefits recorded everywhere, as a result
of the application of the principles of total quality. The
fault in its ephemeral and transversal nature, unable to be
supported by a task-based organisation of conservation
of experience and of progress.

Most Leviers
cited leavers
in cités
termsen
of matière
measurements
les plus
de mesure
Measure
performance
Mesurerthelaproject
performance
projet
Perform
360°
reviews360°
Faire des
revues
Remotely
control
results
Contrôler
les résultats

à distance

Mesurerthelavalue
valeur
créée
Measure
created

The frequency of projects allows for feedback: again it must be
organised

The first avenue is a mainstay: a project is a process, it
must be measured. Yet, the field often settles for selfproclaiming methods and a measurement confined to
compliance with these standards.
The second avenue consists of formerly closing projects:
many projects, notably organisational ones, do not have
any actual end, therefore no review. Our most advanced
respondents formerly close projects and even go as far as
establishing a systematic remote control which allows the
true level of lasting implementation to be measured.

The last option is based on the observation established
by our participants: objectives often do not fully reflect
their success criteria. Two areas of progress appear to be
priorities.
• from the point of view of the indicators, the main
shortage appears to be at the level of the measurement
of value creation;
• from the point of view of management leadership, the
main improvement is the setting up of objectives systems
better covering all the stakeholders – customers, players,
professionals, shareholders.

A project closure routine
The CIO of a large international industrial process
group has to lead a multitude of projects, some of
which involve locally developing standard Group
solutions. There is a great risk of declaring the project
a success before even starting, due to the simple fact
that it is similar to a previous project. On the contrary,
each project is in itself an implementation challenge
and an opportunity for progress. This is why they
have established rituals at key stages – launch and
above all closure – allowing measurement of the
success to be formerly addressed with all the players
– both local and transversal.
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Projects seem victims of the natural confusion between
their own operational performance and their results: if
a project more or less meets its objectives, it means it
was performing. This is the reasoning which prevailed
forty years go in the factories where the processes were
considered competent if the articles were good. But in
order to make this performance repeatable, to improve
it and to target implementation excellence, it is time to
move onto the principles of total quality.
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Going from the
organisation of methods to
the organisation of action
Never send a human to do
a machine’s job

The balance between task-based organisations and project-based organisations, within matrices that are simpler to
design than to operate, is difficult and unequal.
What purpose do task-based organisations serve from
the moment when the majority of the activity takes place
within projects? This question highlights one of the major
difficulties of project operation: the leadership of project
teams. Everyone recognises this to be one of the main key
factors for success, some put it elsewhere: personality of
the project leader? Clarify of the mandate? Effectiveness
of the decision-making process?
The first grievance targets the temptation of
representativeness: a project organisation should include
representatives from all the professions involved. This
principle of delegation acts as an obstacle for decisionmaking and for action limited by the lack of own resources.
Let’s go further: in the era of mobility and information
systems, where a technological generation sometimes
lasts less than the life of a project, the role of conserving

occupations tends to become obsolete. We have to go
back to the true objective of an organisation, which is to
achieve results, not to conserve occupations.
Leviers in
lesterms
plus cités
en matière
Most cited leavers
of project
organisation
d’organisation de projet
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The organisation must permanently reconfigure itself according
to the matters at hand
Results are obtained in action by operation processes
or projects. Acting is deciding and doing quickly. Those
who must act must focus the essence of capacities.
Equilibriums must be reversed. To go from an organisation
of resources into an organisation of action: focus the
essence of capacity to act in the instant on projects and
limit the professions to a role of conversation. Instead of
a matrix, an organisation becomes a portfolio of projects
shared among operational managers:
• The collaborator is not the representative of a profession
but a versatile, autonomous and connected player.
• The team in charge of a result has the majority of the
resources, particularly in taking the initiative and resolving
problems.
• The project management team is not limited to
coordinating but fully exercises a role of managing the
collective action.

A strategic challenge, 700 projects
An industrial group of several thousand people
has to carry out a major strategic change over
a very short period of time, all while drastically
recovering its profitability. Nobody had anything
else more important to do, in their position, than
to contribute to this project. As a result, no more
matrices: each manager, even the most modest one,
becomes a project manager and is responsible for the
transformation of their field. In less than two years,
more than 700 projects are launched and completed,
simply “facilitated” by a programme management
team who focuses on two key points: Do they have the
resources? Are they making progress? The discovery:
in resolving specific problems, there is little need for
coordination.
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Launching projects
the German way and
managing them the
Italian way
Nobody would go into a Grand
Prix without checking the levels

A relatively new term in the professional vocabulary
describes a new problem: governance. The exchanges
on the subject identify the cause in the substantial
modification of the competitive context.
The VUCA model - volatility, uncertainty, complexity,
ambiguity - developed during the 90s by the American
army summarises the new framework of strategic
decision-making and its execution. It sets the context of
the challenges to be taken up by the new practices.

Most cited leavers
inles
terms
project
governance
Leviers
plusof
cités
en matière

de gouvernance projet
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d’objectifs

Providing direction rather than objectives

Learning to navigate by sight
The second point lies in the capacity to quickly change
course when the deal changes. Structured processes
and long decision cycles transform projects into aircraft
carriers.
Now is the time to develop the opportunism of an
Italian racing driver. This does not mean improvising:
the necessity is to increase the use of experimentation
to substitute strategic planning, to take decisions based
on tests and quick feedback from the field. This practice
rests on a thorough execution.
Operating without a predefined target does not make you
exempt from providing a direction: some resign to the
quantified analytical plan, to the profile of a “management
of conviction”, based on qualitative hypotheses, on which
we agree indices that allow us to quickly decide to go
ahead or, on the contrary, to change course as soon as
possible, limiting the waste of resources.

The watchword is to provide direction. A project, besides
its context, its conditions and its details, is a common
story to be shared. At the beginning, and throughout a
project, one must phrase and rephrase in order to share
this story.
Some precursors innovate in this area: hand the role over
to external moderators, factors of clear-sightedness, have
people tell stories, at least once a year in long projects.

Example: a formative phase longer
than one year
For a very structuring industrial reengineering
project for which deep changes were hoped for, the
director of performance of a large group opted for a
formative phase of over a year. The main challenge
was reconsidering historical paradigms of the
management of production and maintenance of
the group’s sites. The formative phase allowed the
contradictions and the beliefs to be “erased”, allowing
the changes to be “visualised” and the specific cases
to be taken into account.
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The first point lies in a good preparation. Frequently
handicapped by a lack of time and resources, the launching
of projects is when major dead ends are reached, notably
in adopting objectives.
A point of reference on the subject is without doubt the
German practice. But the abuse of planning, the glaring
predominance of precise objectives can harm the capacity
to adapt.
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Developing reflexes
more than processes
Today we are going to keep it
simple: the forwards in front, the
fullbacks behind

Nothing seems to be really missing in the project manager’s tool box. But a large consensus chooses to consider that its
use remains partial or superficial.
• Firstly, the lack of relevance, involving indifferently
applying standards that are generally overblown and ill
suited, particularly in small projects.
• Next, a lack of implementation, going back to executing
a project like a process, in particular with regard to risk
management.
But the main weakness is still inexperience.
• In the preparation, because neither time nor the
approach are enough to anticipate everything
• In detecting signs of weakness, since no management
system allows us to see what we don’t want or don’t plan
to show.

Leviers
les plus
cités en
matière
Most cited leavers
in terms
of project
management
practices
de pratiques de gestion de projet
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Two standards: realism and loyalty?
Detecting signs of weakness involves getting away from
this logic to prompt moments that are going to place
teams before the demands of realism and loyalty.
An excellent project manager is one who perceives reality
and prompts these moments of loyalty.

Rules and detection of weak signals
In a motor vehicle construction company, the
development process is very structured but there
is no detailed standard for the basic task. Only one
absolute rule: to not endanger the objectives. Within
this limit, there are no rules, no procedure that
should give in to good sense.
Rules bring about behavioural principles. An
example: giving an approval before 100% of the
criteria have been satisfied, in order to ensure that
the teams feel indebted to fulfil the few criteria that
have not yet been satisfied.
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There is a great temptation after every incident to add a
rule, a constraint, a formal prohibition. As our respondents
confirm, the key is not in the methods, neither is it in the
professionalisation of the project trade.
“Professionalising projects is not the answer. The best
do not want to become professional project managers.
Those who like that like processes, not performance”.
The first standard is realism. The main danger of projects
is in the excess of reporting which makes reality virtual
and ritual. The solution is real life: facts are better than
figures for understanding things. Nothing can replace
observation of a specific case close to the action.
The second standard is loyalty. It is essential for trust. An
excess of methods makes decision-making unengaging.
Sharing takes away responsibility.
The answer falls on the project manager, in the search for
key moments: a structure process imprisons the project
manager in a game of validation of compliance with
practices.
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Making
projects agile
Agility = Experience + speed + feedback

The classic project view is that of a regular flow of a process pursuing an objective of punctuality under the sole condition
of a resource calibrated based on needs.
Project time is notoriously chaotic and sometimes this
is desired and desirable. A keyword has been given to
appoint this wait which takes time to be translated into a
concrete application: agility.
In a domain heavily marked by a culture of standards and
compliance, the praise of a certain dose of improvisation
seems to struggle to break through.

Most cited leavers
in terms
ofcités
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enpractices
matière
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Feedback
Paradoxically, the first word that seems to come to those who we have questioned is experience. The principle is often
resolved by an inflation of standards.
The less explored avenue is that of collective intelligence, as shown by the general lament against the obsession with
meetings. The problem becomes worse: hyper-connection and the multiplication of the number of projects increases
the risk of seeing each person operating in individual chambers. The project manager’s leadership role is crucial to break
rituals, to propose interaction and ensure collaboration.

Making speed key
Project time is often the theatre of a reorientation of direction in progress. So let’s make it short and quick. The enemy is
the long-term task for which the consequences of a change of direction will be worse than the efforts to adjust an initial
imperfect result. Doing things quickly means getting quick feedback. The new necessity is to plan over an objective
period of time, a constraint which brings with it innovation, like target cost was, and which leads us closer to the purely
necessary.

Agility also provides a radically different approach to
the risk of the unknown. The risk of the unknown, in the
usual approach, is a real risk to be reduced, to eliminate.
In the VUCA approach, it is a current status to which
one must adapt. Betting little on method developments,
the best respond by adapting the profiles within their
project teams: a large manufacturer recently renovated
their selection criteria, the main quality sought is now the
determination to solve problems.

The field takes the orders
We have been lucky to talk to the director of a
police force. One of the main keys to their actions
lies in precise command delegation rules to “the
person who has vision”, based on a notion of
total decision-making power towards a limited
and secure future goal, allowing for refocusing.
Company project practice should certainly, from an
instant-performance perspective, take inspiration
from those for whom it is the current method of
intervention.
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The unforeseen is not a risk
like others
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Forming your team
like a coach
Who wants to play with me?

When we bring up the subject of forming teams, some have reasonable things to say and others go straight to the point.
But everyone understands each other: a project should not provide weak contributions.
“Make it happen”, there is no better term to describe the
first expectation. The first imperative is performance.
Project performance is not an indicator which improves
over time, it’s a challenge in real-time, of gestures just at
the right time.
Most cited
leavers
in terms
ofmatière
human resources
Leviers
les plus
cités en
de pratiques
management practices
de gestion des hommes
Foster
multiculturalism
Favoriser
le multiculturalisme

des récompenses

Carry
out a genuine
casting
Procéder
à un véritable

Développer
l’esprit
Develop
team spirit

casting

d’équipe

This performance capacity makes a real difference. Going
back to the comments of one of our respondents, the
alternative is radical: there are performers and “time
wasters”, those who consume costs and prolong delivery
times.
While the compatibility criteria for the role of project
team member seem so critical, there are few companies
that take care over the selection process. Constrained
by needs and the meagre number of candidates, forming
teams often appears to happen by default.
It is from the rapidly growing world of start-ups that the
most mind-blowing, but perhaps most pragmatic, ideas
come. They stick to a shock formula: “give me a rock start
and I will manage a project for you”.
A word therefore seems to have taken on all its meaning
again: the team. The construction of a team is an elective
process. Team members co-opt. The same entrepreneur
completes their formula: “a rock star will only work with
rock stars”.

A managing director, having just
completed
a
large
restricting
programme, has given us his recipe:
• no project management, managers of value
projects,
• a mere discrete access to a representative of the
general management, without active intervention in
the management of the project.
• an uncompromising focus on a single question:
what resources have you obtained to do what you
want to do?
• and a little helping hand, only with resources.
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Establish
rewards
Mettre en
place

The word entrepreneur also perfectly summarises the
main quality of a project manager: in the determination
to solve problems and to make actions succeed, in the
capacity to take measured risks and to know when to say
stop, in the capacity to choose their team in their image.
Choosing for oneself is a two-way act. The team members
choose their boss, selecting good ones as reliably as
the judgement of a specialist but with a greater level of
engagement when they are sealing their fate.
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